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Dear Readers,
in the majority of enterprises, the annual report, first and foremost, is about presenting monetary profit as an indicator for success. What such reports do not cover is the question as to
how the company’s profit has been achieved, and whether it has been valuable for society
or only represents shareholder value. Whereas companies are obliged by law to provide
financial statements on their assets and liabilities, it is up to them to decide whether or not
to report on the social and ecological effects of their activities as well. Is this sensible? Is it
less relevant to know whether or not human rights and labour rights have been respected
throughout the production chain, and whether natural resources have been preserved or
destroyed for good?
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Gabriel Kamudu, the general manager of Craft Aid, our partner company in Mauritius, aptly
summarises what distinguishes the predominant business-driven thinking from alternative

Coffee revisited

approaches: „What matters most to almost all companies is how much money they have

As every year, EZA has again invited members of our partner organisations to visit Austria in the context of a dialogue programme. In view of recent turbulence in the coffee market (with a massive rise
in prices) and its diverse effects on small Fair Trade coffee farmers, we asked a representative of a
coffee-producing partner organisation to come to Austria.

finally made in production. What matters to us is the difference that our production makes
to the lives of the people who work with Craft Aid.“ For EZA, it does matter what effects our
type of trade actually has. This report gives an overview of our activities in the past business
year. Our focus has always been on exchange with our trading partners in the South, at various levels, from maintaining good trade relationships to monitoring, product development,
as well as information and public relations activities.
EZA is a Fair Trade pioneer in
Austria’s and Austria’s largest
Fair Trade importer. We have
practised an alternative way
of trading since 1975. Our
shareholders are A3W Action
Third World Association (40%),
as well as the Catholic Men’s
Movements of Upper Austria
(23.33%), Austria (20%) and
Innsbruck (16.67%).

Of course, we need a sustainable economic basis as well, there‘s no doubt about that. Otherwise we just wouldn‘t be able to practice our model of Fair Trade. After two very challenging
business years, in 2012/13 we have finally achieved a small profit again and can thus further
stabilise our company. Looking at the figures of the current business year it seems safe to
assume that we are on the right path.
In other words, we can go on doing what is important to us: maintaining reliable relationships
with our partners in the South, offering alternatives in production based on a holistic approach to quality, promoting and advancing Fair Trade in cooperation with other stakeholders, drawing attention to unfair trading structures and pointing out the need for change.

From 12 to 25 September 2012, Margarita Carbajal Santos from Yeni Navan (Mexico) toured Austria. A mother of five, coffee farmer and founding member of the Yeni Navan cooperative, organic
farming promoter and coordinator of the coffee renewal project supported by EZA and cofinanced
by donors such as the Austrian Development Cooperation, Margarita impressed the audience at
her lectures and during discussions, providing a lively insight into the situation of small farming
families. She presented the plant renewal project, and it became clear that the programme is aimed
at more than just raising the revenue of the small coffee plots, but rather reflects a comprehensive
practical approach to sustainable farming.
Margarita‘s tour started with an event at Salzburg‘s St. Virgil education and conference centre („Organic farmer from Mexico meets Heidi Eisl, organic farmer from Salzburg“), followed by visits to
seven Austrian provinces. Accompanied by EZA staff, Margarita travelled from Salzburg to Linz
and Tragwein, a FAIRTRADE town in Upper Austria, on to Amstetten (Lower Austria), Vienna,
Graz, Gleisdorf (Styria), Innsbruck, Imst (Tyrol), Bregenz, Götzis and finally Dornbirn (Vorarlberg).
Her tight schedule included talks with journalists, public discussions and participation in the 30th
anniversary conference of the Austrian Worldshop Association.

That‘s what we are committed to – and the more fellow-travellers who join us in our efforts
the better!
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„Fair Trade and membership in the Yeni Navan cooperative have many advantages for ordinary members such as myself. It has enabled us to enforce and defend our right to land, which has improved
our lives socially, culturally and economically. We protect and preserve our environment, and we
know about the importance of intact nature and healthy food,“ says Margarita, explaining her key
messages.
The worldshops in the individual provinces again proved their worth as committed cooperation partners.
The event at the FAIRTRADE town of Tragwein, Upper Austria, met with enormous interest as well:
the community centre was packed to the rafters. Through the events, a total of over 500 visitors was
achieved.

Your food is not for gambling
The last few years have not left us in any doubt about the massive destruction that a profit-driven economic and financial system may bring about. Agricultural commodities such as wheat, corn, rice
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Margarita Carbajal, organic
coffee farmer from Mexico,
has opened a window into
the world of coffee.
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and soy beans, as well as coffee, cocoa and sugar have fallen prey to profit-maximising speculation.
Holding wheat as part of the portfolio means withholding it from those in need of food. Who are the
players in this game? What is their role in the financial markets? What are the mechanisms of raw
commodity markets and stock exchange speculation? What factors make prices rise or fall? How
can markets be controlled to stabilise raw commodity prices? These were the questions economist Cornelia Staritz of the Austrian Research Foundation for International Development (ÖFSE)
addressed in April 2013, as EZA‘s guest at a one-day seminar held in Salzburg, captivating an
audience of approximately 70, mostly from the worldshops, who listened to her impressive paper,
and in interactive sessions tested the interrelationships between physical markets and commodity
futures themselves. As one participant put it, „It‘s incredible just how quickly the time has passed
with such a ‚dull‘ subject. It‘s been a perfect day!“

Fairness creating social values
In May 2013 Bernard Ranaweera, President of the SOFA - Small Organic Farmers Association in Sri
Lanka, visited Austria as EZA‘s guest. „Small farmers in Sri Lanka are among the most disadvantaged social groups,“ said 59 year-old Bernhard. „Their land is small, their income is low, they
are poorly educated and do not receive any support.“ SOFA‘s mission is to change this situation.
Instead of the mainstream model of industrialised agriculture based on chemical inputs, SOFA pursues a more comprehensive approach. At present, around 2 500 families are growing organic spices
and tea. „Still, what we are aiming at is more than just organic farming,“ Bernhard explains. „It‘s
about creating social values, too.“ Establishing a strong organisation and access to Fair Trade play
an important role in this context. Revenues and incomes have risen in the course of time, and with
the Fair Trade premiums, additional projects have been implemented. „We‘ve opened kindergartens and improved our roads, we‘ve built meeting halls and we‘ve invested in water supply systems,
we‘ve organised computer courses for young people, and many other things,“ Bernhard says.
In 1999 EZA started to import SOFA‘s spices, and soon after, black tea and green tea as well. All
products are processed and packaged at the Bio-Foods processing plant in Sri Lanka. Bernhard
took part as a lecturer in an EZA seminar on spices, and he used his stay in Austria for an intensive
exchange with EZA staff, worldshop activists and journalists.

Bernard Ranaweera at EZA‘s
worldshop in Vienna‘s 8th
district, talking about Fair Trade
tea and spices.
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Journeys to our partner organisations
Maintaining reliable long-term trade relationships is an important aspect of EZA‘s approach. Visits to
our partners are good opportunities for EZA staff to find or develop new products, to learn more
about our partners‘ work routines and production processes, and to inform our partners on Fair
Trade. During the reporting period, our staff visited 43 partner organisations in 9 different countries.
Katharina Mühlberger, who is in charge of EZA‘s fair fashion, travelled to Craft Aid on Mauritius, to
Rajlakshmi and Sasha in India, to Allpa, Minka, Raymisa and CIAP in Peru, as well as to Awayu,
Coproca, Qhana, Señor de Mayo and Q‘Antati in Bolivia, and prepared the 2014 collections of our
Anukoo fashion label.
Eva Mayrhuber, EZA‘s handicrafts purchaser, accompanied by designer Ursula Guttmann, met our
long-standing partner organisations Sasha, EMA and CRC in India to discuss the new leather bag
product line for the next season. Andrea Stehrer travelled to Thailand to see the workshops of the
Y-Development handicrafts organisation, and to India, to our long-term partner Tara, as well as
Noah‘s Ark, a socially committed marketing organisation based in Moradabad in northern India, a
new partner of EZA‘s with whom we started to trade in the reporting period. Noah‘s Ark is particularly committed to supporting small workshops and preserving traditional forms of production; in
this region, metal working is the predominant type of craft.
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First-hand information
by a small farmers‘
representative from Sri
Lanka

Sergio Wacha in his workshop
in Mozambique, with one of his
unique wood sculptures.

EZA staff also went to Colombia to the La Cucaracha handicrafts organisation, whose products include
unique jewellery made from silk cocoons, and to Sapia. Agroexport Guatemala asked our colleague
Gerhard Wimmer to come to Guatemala to visit the handicrafts fair in Antigua, where around 120
different groups from Central America, including a number of EZA‘s partners, presented their products. This was an opportunity for Gerhard to talk to the producers, and to visit the Copavic glass
blowers as well as the Pop Atziak and Aj Quen handicrafts associations in Guatemala. He travelled
on to El Salvador to meet the La Semilla de Dios and Exporsal initiatives that produce hammocks
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In all, our staff visited 43
partner organisations in
nine different countries.
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ther. Another advantage for the people is that the soil is good in this region and that it has enough
rain. The supply with staple foods is therefore very good as well.“ Meanwhile, other cooperatives
have become aware of Yeni Navan‘s work and have shown interest in an exchange and in starting
similar projects.

and painted occasional furniture, as well as UCA Ruffati, specialising in the production of extraordinary bags made from old tyres.
The reporting period also saw journeys to Africa, for instance to BaobArt in Mozambique, a highly
committed young Fair Trade organisation, which Birgit Cálix, who is in charge of monitoring, also
visited in the same year to carry out the initial evaluation and communicate and discuss the Fair
Trade criteria. BaobArt cooperates with small rural producers of wood and horn jewellery, wood
sculptures and batik. As handicrafts purchaser Gerhard Wimmer puts it, „BaobArt does very good
basic work but absolutely needs more customers in order to cover all its expenses. The craftspersons‘ know-how is incredible, but they nevertheless need input for new designs.“
Creativity and traditional
techniques expressed in
handicrafts.

In South Africa, Gerhard visited the Zimele Developing Community Self Reliance organisation, an
NGO established in 2006, with the goal of marketing traditional handicrafts to enable disadvantaged women to have a fair source of income. „For most of them, this income is their only direct access to money, as otherwise they only grow various crops for themselves and their families on small
plots of land,“ Gerhard explains. The women make colourful Christmas decorations from felt and
pearls. Zimele buys the raw materials and regularly trains the women to implement new designs.

Back to the roots of coffee
The producers in the food sector we visited in the past business year again included coffee farmers
in Mexico and Guatemala. According to Franz Denk, EZA‘s coffee expert, the greatest challenges
the cooperatives are facing include the improvement of their cost management, the further consolidation of the organisations and the fight against the Roya fungus that is increasingly destroying
the coffee plants. In addition, renewing old coffee plants is an important issue as this is the basis
for improving the productivity of the small coffee plots. The coffee renewal programme started by
our partner Yeni Navan, which is supported by EZA and cofinanced by the Austrian Development
Cooperation, has yielded very good results. During his stay in the Norte Region, Franz saw for himself what has already been achieved. „The coffee plots in the region are well-tended. The renewal
programme meets with great acceptance, and the model plot I visited is in an excellent condition.
The yield is more than 10 quintales (1 quintal = 45.4 kg) per hectare at present and will go up fur6

Birgit Cálix, who is in charge of partner cooperation and monitoring, also entered the world of coffee
and visited EZA‘s new partner organisation CAFEL in the westernmost region of Honduras. Travelling is not at all easy there. „Even by off-road vehicle it took us almost two hours to travel 40
kilometres. The road leads through creeks, it is heavily rutted, and in two places, half of the road
had been torn away by landslides,“ Birgit remembers. Thanks to the cooperative, its members now
have control over the marketing of their organic green coffee at fair conditions. Still, many challenges remain. Climate change and its effects is one of them. „We‘re now struggling with many coffee
diseases and pests that we‘ve never before seen in this region. This is stressful for the plants and
makes them vulnerable,“ explains Don Hector. Another problem is that the average temperature
has risen, and rainfalls have become unreliable. It is an obvious fact for the farmers that the climate
is changing. The goal of CAFEL‘s members is to handle the new situation without putting coffee
farming at risk, which is the most important economic sector in the mountainous region. The rising
production cost is another great problem for the producers. Fair, reliable marketing networks are
thus even more important.

A visit to the cotton planters
In the reporting period Andrea Reitinger from EZA took part in a journey organised by FAIRTRADE
Austria, to the cotton planters of the Chetna Organic Farmers Association (COFA) in Odisha, India,
to gain insight into the beginning of the cotton clothing production chain. The cotton harvested by
the small farmers‘ association goes to enterprises such as Rajlakshmi, an Indian partner organisation
of EZA‘s, where the clothes are produced that are then sold under EZA‘s Anukoo label in Austria.
COFA focuses on organic farming and Fair Trade, and trains its members in the sustainable use of their
small plots. The planters‘ crops exclusively depend on rain water. There is no irrigation system. A
complex system of plant communities helps preserve the soil‘s fertility, reduces pests and permits
the growing of additional crops for the families‘ own use. And COFA‘s commitment with regard to
seeds is outstanding. At present, COFA supplies its members with organic seeds, and in addition,
Photos: EZA Fairer Handel

Hand-woven textiles for
hammocks, „the God‘s heavenly
beds“. Gerhard Wimmer (l.) and
Heriberto Reyes in a workshop
in El Salvador where textiles for
hammocks are produced.

In Guatemala, Franz visited our long-standing partner organisations Ciasfa (former name: Cecapro), and
Guaya‘b, as well as Manos Campesinas. In Mexico, meetings were scheduled with ISMAM, Redcafes, POSI, Mascafé, CIRSA, Tzijib Babi, FIECH, Paluchen, Juan Sabines, Uciri, 21 de Septiembre,
Flor del Cafetal and Yeni Navan/Michiza.

The Chetna farmers grow cotton between
lens plants. This helps keep the soil fertile
and provides an important source of staple
food for the farmers.
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its origin to the final product, has become necessary after a change in the relevant legal basis in
Indonesia.

pilot projects are being run where farmers can grow their own seeds. In a poor state such as Odisha,
as well as in other states of India where COFA is active, the general situation is extremely difficult.
Mrunal Lahankar, one of COFA‘s 130 staff, has a clear message. „Give us a market. With a market,
we can achieve a great deal.“

Support, assistance and evaluation
As a member of the European Fair Trade Association (www.european-fair-trade-association.org), EZA
also plays an active role in the EFTA monitoring group. In the context of this cooperation, EZA has
committed itself to carrying out three partner evaluations per year, at its own expense. In the evaluation, the implementation of fair production and trade relationships are jointly analysed, and its
results are then shared with other EFTA members.
In the reporting period Birgit Cálix, who is in charge of EZA‘s monitoring activities, travelled to South
Africa for an evaluation of EZA‘s potential new partner Nobunto (handicrafts producers), and to
Mozambique to our new partner BaobArt, specialising in cooperation with artisans. An intensive
exchange on the main principles of Fair Trade took place in workshops, individual and group
interviews, and BaobArt‘s work routines were documented. “The result of this evaluation is very
important to us,“ states Maura Mendes, co-founder of BaobArt. The participants finally expressed
their hope that the evaluation will help them gain acceptance as a Fair Trade organisation, consolidate their position in the Fair Trade system and find new Fair Trade partners.
In addition, EZA commissioned an evaluation of its Indian partner Sasha, which was performed in
May 2013 by an external consultant from India who is familiar with the local conditions and the
evaluation criteria.

Support for our partners

Visits by our partner organisations
Visits to Austria are an opportunity for EZA‘s partners to get to know the Fair Trade situation in Europe, to obtain direct feedback on their products and the work of their organisations, and to communicate first-hand information about themselves. In the reporting period, representatives of 12
organisations from 10 different countries came to see EZA: Jose Victor Pop (Aj Quen/Guatemala),
Ram Ramasamy (Sipa/India), Roopa Mheta (Sasha/India), Margarita Carbajal Santos (Yeni Navan/
Mexico), Gabriel Kamudu (Craft Aid/Mauritius), Revita Shresta & Samita Maharjan (ACP/Nepal),
Maura Mendes (BaobArt/Mozambique), Humberto Aruquipa (Qhana/Bolivia), Sebastian Rozario
(CORR Juteworks/Bangladesh), Leo D’Souza & Rajesh Salaskar (Asha/India), Bernard Ranaweera
(SOFA/Sri Lanka) and Vedastus Ngaiza (KCU/Tanzania).

Partner policy and partner organisations
In the reporting period, EZA‘s partner policy paper was revised and communicated to our trading
partners. The revision was spurred by our self-evaluation, for which we had also gathered feedback
by our trading partners. The new partner policy paper defines clear criteria as a framework for
our activities. Our partners use our comprehensive policy paper for orientation and as a basis for
decision-making with regard to their cooperation with EZA. In addition, a Memorandum of Understanding has been prepared as a cooperation agreement, which is signed by all current and future
partner organisations as a confirmation of their express, binding acceptance of our policy criteria.
Finally, EZA‘s partner policy paper provides guidance for all persons, initiatives and organisations
committed to Fair Trade. It makes transparent what EZA contributes to implementing the international Fair Trade principles.

Maura Mendes, co-founder
of BaobArt in Mozambique,
focuses on cooperation with
artisans.

Photos: EZA Fairer Handel

Women from the Indian
village Kumkal are interested
in joining the Chetna cotton
cooperative to profit from its
service structure.

In addition, we cooperated with our Indian partner Sasha to initiate a clothing production project,
with funding coming from both EZA‘s own resources as well as third parties (Salzburg‘s Provincial
Government and the worldshops). Its focus is on the production of silk textiles. The project‘s goal
is to establish a transparent production chain complete from silk processing to finished silk textiles,
oriented towards Fair Trade criteria. Another important goal is to meet international quality standards as a prerequisite foraccess to, and sale of their clothing in, international markets, and thus to
secure, in the medium and long run, the incomes of all producers‘ groups involved.

Apart from continuing EZA‘s support of the coffee renewal programme at the Mexican Yeni Navan cooperative (with additional financial support coming from the Austrian Development Cooperation),
during the reporting period we also funded the wood certification process of the Indonesian Pekerti
handicrafts organisation. This process, which, for instance, includes traceability of the wood from
8
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We help our partners
meet the high demands
of the European market.
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EZA‘s partners’ committee decides whether or not trade relations with an organisation should be initiated or ended. Our cooperation with the South African Inspirations of Africa handicrafts organisation was ended as Inspirations of Africa, facing insufficient overall demand, stopped its handicrafts
trading activities and was dissolved. Our new partners include MSS (sugar from Mauritius), SEKEM (dates from Egypt), Serendipalm (palm oil from Ghana), Mieles del Sur (honey from Mexico),
Tzeltal Tzotzil (honey from Mexico), Consorcio Vinícola (wine from Chile), Golden Palm (wooden
toys from Sri Lanka), Comercio Solidario (organic honey from Argentina), Ecookim (cocoa from
Côte d’Ivoire), Noah’s Ark (jewellery, Christmas decoration and metal products from India) as well
as Zimele (handicrafts from South Africa).
By the end of June 2013, EZA thus had a total of 164 trading partners. 63 of these produce handicrafts
and fair fashion. 35 are members of the WFTO World Fair Trade Organisation, and one organisation
has obtained FAIRTRADE certification. 85 of EZA‘s 101 partners in the food sector are listed in the
FAIRTRADE producers‘ registry, and two have Fair for Life certification.

Promoting and advancing Fair Trade
At the European level, EZA took part in six meetings of the EFTA European Fair Trade Association,
including two meetings of the monitoring group. The main themes on the agenda were the advancement of the EFTA evaluation system, an exchange on their partner organisations as well as activities
regarding living wages, which has been defined as a focal goal to be pursued by EFTA.
EZA‘s activities in the context of EFTA are part of our commitment at the international level contributing to the work of the WFTO World Fair Trade Organisation (www.wfto.com). In the monitoring
group, EZA cooperated with gepa, a German Fair Trade organisation, to contribute intensive input
for the WFTO Guarantee System,which is aimed at ensuring that the 10 central WFTO standards
are adhered to and implemented by the member organisations. EZA representatives also took part
in the European WFTO conference, as well as the international WFTO conference in Rio, Brazil.

Furthermore, EZA regularly contributes to the written consultation processes that FAIRTRADE International starts whenever new FAIRTRADE standards are to be introduced, or existing ones are amended. In the reporting period, EZA delivered statements on five such processes.
In Austria, EZA understands itself as part of the national development policy network, and in the past
business year, was represented in the Fair Trade Forum and in the platform of the Clean Clothes
campaign. This is in line with our philosophy not only to offer products from alternative sources
but also to point to intolerable conditions in traditional production and trade structures and to
champion fair labour and trade relations.

Expanding Fair Trade
Our partners in the South and the worldshops are our strongest allies in the goal of expanding Fair
Trade. Apart from the visiting tour in autumn 2012 of Margarita Carbajal Santos, our guest from
Mexico, Bernard Ranaweera, representing the Sri Lanka-based SOFA small farmers‘ association,
accepted our invitation to spend a week in Austria in spring 2013 (see pages 3 and 4).
EZA gave lectures on Fair Trade, EZA‘s corporate policy, and in particular our fair fashion programme,
for instance at the Attac Summer Academy at Goldegg, at the Upper Austrian University of Education, at further training events for biofair lecturers, in cooperation with Bio Austria, at various
worldshop events on ecofair fashion, at events related to Rio+20, and in the context of the Fair
Trade Academy. A total of 37 groups (students and adults) visited our headquarters at Köstendorf
for tours of the house and discussions on Fair Trade.

Photos: EZA Fairer Handel

EZA started new trade
relationships with 11
organisations from 10
countries.

Margarita Carbajal Santos
from the Mexican Yeni Navan
coffee cooperative, with EZA‘s
new Espresso Italiano.

Giving prospect to rural
communities – that‘s one of
BaobArt‘s goals.
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EZA worldshops and Anukoo fair fashion shop

OUR CUSTOMERS

The sales by the three EZA-owned worldshops (one in Salzburg and two in Vienna) were lower than in
the previous year. In the case of Vienna, part of this decline can be explained by a gradual deterioration of the shop’s neighbourhood in the 8th district, and by a loss of customers, who have not been
won back so far, due to a long period of construction work close to the shop in the 1st district. The
Anukoo fair fashion shop in Vienna‘s 6th district achieved a promising 8.5% rise in sales, which
has not fully balanced out the decreases in the three EZA worldshops, however. The total decline
in sales amounts to 2.5%.

Worldshops

Institutions

A proportion of 34.5% of EZA‘s total sales volume comes from the worldshops, which makes them
EZA‘s largest group of customers in terms of turnover. And remarkably, the sales in this group have
grown by a further 2.8%, to EUR 5.53 mill. This increase results from coffee, other foodstuffs – due
to new products and a new tea product line – as well as fair fashion. In Schärding, Upper Austria,
a new worldshop was opened.

The sales to this customer group are accounted for from purchases by numerous private organisations
and public agencies such as educational institutions, hospitals and offices, and notably, by a few
large organisations, namely orders by the youth action of Catholic organisation Missio, as well as
the Carol Singing Campaign of the Catholic Children‘s Movement. A decline in chocolate sales
resulted in a sales decrease of 1.9% in this distribution channel.

In the past business year, EZA again was the largest supplier of the worldshops, even though the market
saw a further increase in the number of competitors. However, the financial crisis and its effects
did affect the general economic situation. For instance, a shift from handicrafts to food has become
apparent, paralleled by a considerable decrease in average turnover per customer served. EZA also
organised 16 product and information exchange meetings in four Austrian regions (Salzburg, Vienna, Styria and Vorarlberg), as well as additional seminars to continue the exchange with the worldshops on issues related to Fair Trade.

Sales by distribution channel

Grocery retailers

0

The 4.0% rise in sales volumes, to EUR 4.65 mill., is accounted for by coffee on the one hand, and
increases in the group of other foodstuffs on the other. The specific promotional focus on rice, chutney, cocoa and snacks also helped attract new customers.
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EZA‘s turnover is accounted for by sales of products to
the following groups of customers:

Worldshops
+2.8%
Grocery retailers

Worldshops 34.5 %

+4.0%

Resellers
In this customer group, primarily composed of organic food shops and distributors, sales have risen
by 5.7%. The special seminars run by EZA (see Worldshops section) are also open to interested
retailers.

Resellers

EU & non-EU 7.2 %

+5.7%
EZA-Worldshops & Anukoo Shop

Final consumers 1.4%

–2.5%
Institutions
–1.9%

Photo: EZA Fairer Handel, Thomas Licht
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Action groups
–11.1%

Institutions 7.3 %

Final consumers
–6.8%
EU & non-EU

EZA-Worldshops &
Anukoo Shop 8.5 %

–20.5%
Just feeling fine – in an
Anukoo Fair Fashion dress.
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Action groups 1.7%

Resellers 9.2 %

T O TA L S A L E S

2011/2012

€ 15,642,113.–

2011/2012

2012/2013 € 15,638,354.–

2012/2013

Grocery retailers 30.2 %
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Action groups
As the network of worldshops is growing, the majority of action groups that offer our products in the
context of voluntary work at bazaars now receive their products from the local worldshops, so that
the number of groups directly supplied by EZA has seen a downward trend. Moreover, an increasing number of EZA products have been available in conventional grocery shops, which has in
turn resulted in fewer sales events by action groups. The corresponding turnover has therefore gone
down by 11.1%.

Final consumers
Our location at Köstendorf is open to final customers, as well as to participants in field trips who are
interested in lectures on Fair Trade and EZA‘s range of products. The main reason for the 6.8%
decline in sales is a large regional event taking place in the previous year, which was not held in
the reporting year.

European Union and Switzerland

Coffee

Coffee accounts for 37.3% of our total turnover. Until spring 2012, the world market price of coffee
was at a high level. In addition, our partners receive Fair Trade premiums for community projects
as well as for organic coffee. Furthermore EZA pays additional quality markups, depending on the
source of the coffee. Several months elapse between signing the agreement with producers and the
actual selling of the coffee to final consumers. Changes in the price structure are thus felt after a
certain delay. In the reporting period, the selling price had to be raised in order to ensure margins
that are sufficient for EZA to finance its coffee trade. The higher prices have met with acceptance
by our customers.
EZA‘s range of coffee brands now also includes our new Espresso Italiano, a blend of high-quality arabica coffee beans grown by small farmers‘ cooperatives in Guatemala, Mexico, Peru and Uganda. The
typical Italian espresso roast combined with top quality beans has received a highly favourable response from the very start. In addition EZA, on behalf of the Austrian Worldshop Association, produced specific regional types of coffee exclusively sold at the worldshops: fairArlberg (for Austria‘s
westernmost province of Vorarlberg) and fairSchnaufpause (for the province of Tyrol).
The total coffee quantities sold by EZA (100% fair and organic) rose from 545 to 554 tons of roasted
coffee.

Photos: EZA Fairer Handel
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The sales to our European partner organisations in Germany and Switzerland have developed favourably. They buy part of their fair fashion products and handicrafts through EZA. Furthermore, younger
Fair Trade importers from Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland are buyers of EZA‘s
products.
In the previous businessyear, our Italian and German partners had purchased one container of coffee through EZA, but in the reporting period, they did not need EZA as a coffee supplier. This is the
reason for the significant decline in turnover (-20.5%). However, for EZA, the main benefit of such
a strategic purchasing cooperation is that it brings down relative fixed costs, whereas revenue generation is of less relevance. Therefore, this decrease has not had equally strong effects on our overall
margins. The past business year also saw an expansion of our direct sales to, and services for, the
worldshops. A growth in turnover of 20% has been recorded here, with EZA delivering products to,
and providing services for, more than 80 shops, primarily in Southern Germany.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Traditional handicrafts and modern
design – both are represented in
EZA‘s products.
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Excellent palm oil, organic and fair,
from Ghana and felt articles from
South Africa, expertly produced
with great care.
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Quality in every respect –
that‘s good taste! Meanwhile,
85% of our Fair Trade food
comes from certified organic
sources.

O UR PR O DU C T S
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Chocolate
Chocolate is our second-most important product in the food category, accounting for a turnover of EUR
2.31 million, i.e. 14.4% of total sales. The top sellers here are Mascao and Compañera, which account
for almost half of our chocolate sales. They are produced in Switzerland and are thus traded on the
basis of Swiss francs, whose exchange rate continues to be high. The resulting higher selling prices
have not been accepted by all customers, and the quantities sold have therefore gone down. This is
the reason for the decline in sales of 2.9%, which has not been fully offset by the newly introduced
Cariño product line, which is produced in Germany.

Other foodstuffs
This group comprises products such as tea, cocoa, sugar, nuts, chocolate spreads, honey, spices and
oil, rice and quinoa. A satisfactory rise in sales has been recorded for these products. The sole reason for the decline of 7.3% is that in the previous year (but not in the business year 2012/13), one
container of green coffee had been sold to our two Fair Trade partners gepa in Germany and CTM
in Italy. In the sales statistics, green coffee is listed under „other foodstuffs“.

Zimele in South Africa
means fair employment for
Siyanda Jika and packaging
for our rooibos-andcinnamon tea blend.

Our product line has again been expanded. The new products include fruit gums, macadamia nut oil,
macadamia nuts, as well as the new Wiffzack and Blitzgscheit trail mixes of nuts and dried fruit,
and new spice blends and biscuit varieties. For all biscuits, fairly produced organic palm oil produced by Serendipalm in Ghana is used, as a reaction to the much-discussed issue of the devastating
ecological and social effects caused by conventional palm oil production.
An attractive new tea line was developed, which immediately met with positive response: fairly
traded rooibos tea and honey bush tea from South Africa, combined with spices from Sri Lanka or
hibiscus blossom tea from Kenya. The individual ingredients are provided by our partner organisations in the countries of origin, all of them small farmers, and the final product is packaged by a
socioeconomic enterprise in South Africa. Thus a large part of the value creation takes place in the
countries where the raw materials come from: South-South-North Cooperation at its best.

Sales by product category
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EZA‘s turnover is accounted for by the following

Cosmetics

groups of products:

Coffee
+5.2%
Chocolate
–2.9%

Handicrafts 9.8 %

Coffee 37.3 %

Other foodstuffs

Fair Fashion

–7.3%
Cosmetics

Fair fashion, comprising clothing, jewellery and bags, has by now accounted for a turnover of EUR 2.72
million, or 17.0% of total sales. The 1.3% growth primarily results from clothing sales to Germany,
sales of jewellery and bags to our European Fair Trade partners and to the Anukoo Fair Fashion
Shop in Vienna. In addition to the Wear Fair ecofair fashion exhibition in Linz, Upper Austria, our
Anukoo fashion label has been presented in Germany, at Fair Trade sales exhibitions in Augsburg
and Munich. Our fashion has also been presented to the worldshops at regional fashion shows in
Bavaria (Germany), Vienna and Salzburg.

Chocolate 14.4%

– 8.0%
Fair Fashion
+1.3%

Cosmetics 1.0 %

Handicrafts
+1.6%

Handicrafts

Other foodstuffs 20.5%

T O TA L S A L E S

2011/2012 € 15,642,113.–

2011/2012

2012/2013 € 15,638,354.–

2012/2013
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The sales of our BDIH-certified natural cosmetics have shown a downward trend in the reporting year.
This is primarily due to limited shelf space in the worldshops (the main sellers of the cosmetics),
as well as strong competition by conventional natural cosmetics offered by health and beauty retail
chains. This product group accounts for 1.05% of total sales (EUR 167 706).

Fair Fashion 17.0 %

This product group includes home decoration goods, gifts and musical instruments. The 1.6% increase
in turnover is due to sales to our European Fair Trade partners.
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A nn u al statement
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GESCHÄF TSBERICHT 2009/10

after significant cutbacks in the previous year, to increase a number of expenses in order to carry on
our business activities. The result is an annual net income of EUR 32 254.

A nnual s tate m ent

In the reporting period EZA employed a staff of 75 (at headquarters and in EZA’s four shops): 51
women and 24 men. Three apprentices are undergoing training with EZA. In terms of full-time
employees, this corresponds to an annual average of 61.8 FTEs.

Annual statement as at 30 June 2013
All figures in Euro

Assets
EZA’s business year
covered the period from
1 July 2012 to 30 June
2013.

The value of assets has gone down due to depreciations. At the balance sheet date, inventories were
7% (i.e. approx. EUR 460 000) lower than in the previous year. Regarding foodstuffs, the corresponding figures went down due to smaller chocolate inventories and fallen world market price of
coffee. However, handicrafts inventories have also been lower as a result of faster inventory turnover. Accounts receivable are slightly lower than in the previous year. The smaller inventories have
reduced the balance sheet total.

Liabilities
The share capital is EUR 638 000. The cumulative net income went up by the annual profit of EUR
32 254 to EUR 616 924. The capital stock-to-assets ratio is 12.9%. Due to banks went down by 16%.
This is explained by repayments of investment loans raised for building our storage and office
buildings, and smaller borrowing requirements due to lower inventories. Regarding small loans,
a decline of 8%, to approx. EUR 3.0 million, has been recorded. This is primarily due to the fact
that it has been impossible for one year to raise new small loans as the Austrian Financial Market
Authority required a modification of our alternative financing model. For this reason, the capital
that had been paid out could not be replaced by new borrowings. Now that a cancellation clause has
been included in the small loan agreements, in accordance with the requirements by the Financial
Market Authority, this form of financing can be taken up again actively, and continues to meet with
much interest. Other liabilities have risen by approx. EUR 256 000. They mostly consist of higher
accounts payable at the balance sheet date.

Income statement
Sales revenues were at the same level as in the previous year. Sales input went down by 4.9%. As a
consequence of falling world market prices of coffee and an increase in the – formerly very small –
margin for chocolate, a rise in revenues totalling EUR 518 000 has been achieved.
Personnel expenses rose by 8.9%. This is due to higher statutory wages, the hiring of an additional
part-time sales field worker, one dismissal payment, and an increase of EUR 236 000 of provisions
for dismissal payments. Rentals rose by 43%, mainly because in the previous year the lease payments for the land on which our headquarters are located had been suspended. Selling expenses
went up by 8.6% due to re-intensified advertising efforts, as well as higher costs of transportation
as we switched back to – more ecological – railway transport instead of lorry transport. In sum,
administrative expenses rose by 16.6%, a result of major streamlining of the handicrafts stock as
well as necessary paint work on the building‘s exterior. Depreciation rose by 1.7%, whereas new
investments were moderate, primarily accounted for by computer equipment and vehicles for the
field workers. Interest payments were reduced by approximately EUR 38 600, or 19.7%.

Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Financial assets

11/12

12/13

z.Vj.

1,616
2,406,094

24,953
2,361,327

1444%
-2%

36,494

36,494

0%

FIXED ASSETS

2,444,204

2,422,774

-1%

Inventories

6,269,287

5,808,155

-7%

Accounts receivable and other assets

1,376,768

1,313,923

-5%

97,470

144,690

48%

7,743,525
63,982

7,266,768
48,264

-6%
-25%

10,251,711

9,737,806

-5%

638,000

638,000

0%

0

0

Cash on hands and cash in banks
CURRENT ASSETS
Deferred income
ASSETS
Share capital
Revenue reserve
Cumulative net income/loss

584,670

616,924

6%

1,222,670

1,254,924

3%

633,195

682,665

8%

Due to banks

3,811,343

3,205,978

-16%

Due to small lenders

3,259,843

3,013,393

-8%

Other liabilities

1,324,660

1,580,846

19%

LIABILITIES
Deferred income

8,395,846
0

7,800,217
0

-7%

10,251,711

9,737,806

-5%

CAPITAL STOCK
ACCURED LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES

Income statement
All figures in Euro

Sales revenues
Other operating income
Sales input
INCOME
Personnel expenses
Rental

11/12

12/13

z.Vj.

15,642,113
89,249
10,617,214

15,638,354
86,962
10,092,704

0.0%
-2.6%
-4.9%

5,114,148
2,642,847

5,632,612
2,879,155

10.1%
8.9%
43.8%

153,570

220,809

1,058,236

1,149,018

8.6%

Adminstrative expenses

805,109

938,843

16.6%

Depreciation

249,503

253,803

1.7%

Interest

196,413

157,752

-19.7%

Cooperate income tax
EXPENSES

-2,644
5,103,034

978
5,600,358

-137.0%
9.7%

NET INCOME/LOSS

11,114

32,254

190.2%

Selling expenses

As the revenue situation has improved considerably in the business year 2012/13, we have been able,
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«

“We must dare to imagine what a better society and a truly
fair and sustainable way of managing the economy could be
like.
We need utopian models, we need dreams – we must open
our minds to bold concepts. (…) The vision of success is
hugely motivating.”
Ilija Trojanow
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